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Description

Field of the art

[0001] The present invention generally relates to a procedure for a multiple digital signature, based on the generation
of a multiple signature from partial signatures and the verification thereof, and more particularly to a method comprising
using a common public key for performing said verification.

Prior State of the Art

[0002] There are currently different methods and algorithms to perform, in a safe way, electronic or digital signatures
by means of computer networks. Most of these protocols are based on Public Key Cryptography (PKC), (see [MOV97]).
The main feature of this kind of cryptography is that each individual has two keys, one public key, called e, and one
private key, called d. The public key allows any user to encrypt the messages addressed to the owner of the key, by
using an encryption procedure, E. Therefore, this key is publicly known. On the other hand, the private key is only known
by its owner and it is the one which allows decrypting the received encrypted messages, through a decryption procedure,
D.
[0003] In general, the only requirement for a public key cryptosystem is that encrypting a message M, with the public
key, Ee, followed by its decryption with the private key, Dd, must have as output the original message, i.e., 

[0004] Considering the case of digital signatures, the encryption and decryption procedures, E and D, on which they
are based, must verify additional conditions. One of them is that the encryption procedure performed with the private
key, followed by the decryption procedure performed with the respective public key must have as output the original
message, i.e., the procedures E and D must verify: 

[0005] Additionally, to make more efficient the procedures of digital signatures and their electronic transmission, hash
functions are used (see [FGHMM04], [MOV97], [NIST02]). These functions are publicly known and allow signing a digest
of the original document instead of the whole document. In this document these functions will be denoted by H(·).
[0006] The general procedure to perform the digital signature of a document, M, follows the next steps (see Figure 1):

1. Selection of the public key cryptosystem, (E, D), and the hash function, H, to be used in the procedure.
2. Generation of the public and private keys, e, d, of the user who is to sign the document.
3. Calculation of the digest of the message to sign: 

4. Digital signature of the message digest by using the signer’s private key: 

5. Publication of the original document and of its corresponding digital signature: (M, f).
6. Verification and authentication of the signature of the document. This verification is carried out by using the original
message, M, and the public key of the sender, e: 
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[0007] The development and the simplicity regarding computer use and internet access for the citizens has led to the
emergence of new necessities and requirements that must be satisfied by technology, so that now it should be possible
to carry out digital signature protocols not previously considered. This is the case of the multiple signatures.
[0008] A multiple signature is a digital signature protocol in which a group of t signers, 

signs the same document with the idea that the digital signature of the document will only be valid if all of them participate
in the protocol (see, for example, [Abo07], [AA07], [BN06], [Boy88], [HK89], [IN83], [KH90], [OO91], [Oka88], [PPKW97],
[PLL85]).
[0009] The easiest way to carry out a multiple signature for a message is to consider as such signature the list formed
by all the partial signatures of each one of the signers. However, this signature is not practical since its length is proportional
to the number of signers.
[0010] In general, most of the multiple signature protocols based on public key cryptosystems are performed in the
following way:

1. The signer F1 signs a digest of the original message, calculated from a hash function publicly known. This signature
is performed by using the signer private key and following the protocol established by the public key cryptosystem
that is being used.
2. Next, each one of the following signers, in an ordered way, signs the document, already signed by the one who
is previous in the group, following the same signature protocol already established in the first step.
3. Finally, the last member of the group of signers, Ft, signs the corresponding signed document that the previous
signer has sent to her. This signature is determined by using her private key and, if needed, with the public key of
the verifier. Subsequently, Ft sends to the verifier not only the message but also the multiple signature calculated
by the group of signers.

[0011] The verification procedure is performed as follows:

1. The verifier receives the message and the multiple signature calculated by the group of signers.
2. The verifier performs the verification of the multiple signature by checking each one of the partial signatures of
the group of signers, following the protocol and keeping the order in which they were signed.

[0012] There are several inventions related to digital signature methods. None of them has a direct relationship with
to the multisignature scheme proposed in this invention.
[0013] For example, several patents propose methods to elaborate a digital signature by using public key encryption,
such as RSA ([DHM05], [KOKS09]), elliptic curves over finite fields ([Shi01], [TK02]), and by means of bilinear mappings
([Gen10]). Moreover, a group signature method based on ring-signatures is presented in [MFM04] and a digital signature
scheme using identity aggregate signatures is presented in [GR10].
[0014] Most of previous inventions propose single digital signature methods and they are based on distinct mathe-
matical tools, but all of them are different from the tools used in this invention.
[0015] There are other signature schemes proposed for a group of signers. For example, a multi-step signing system
is presented in [SFH01]. This method uses multiple signing devices to affix a single signature which can be verified using
a single public verification key. In this case, each signing device possesses a share of the signature key and affixes a
partial signature in response to authorization from a plurality of authorizing agents. Moreover, this patent does not
disclose the use of a private key for each one of the signers, i.e., it is not exactly a multisignature scheme.
[0016] The invention presented in [OO01] is a method that enables a verifier to conduct an en-bloc verification of
individual, multiple or superimposed signatures electronically attached by a plurality of signers to one or more documents.
[0017] These methods, all of them proposed for several signers, can hardly be considered as multisignature schemes.
[0018] On the other hand, the invention given in [KOKS09] is based on the RSA public key cryptosystem and it is a
true multisignature method whereby a plurality of signers successively perform a signature generating process of a given
document to thereby generate one signature. In this case, the signature is computed by using the RSA system. Finally,
in [FSNT09], the invention provides a multisignature verification system adding new additional data to original data with
a signature attached thereto and verifying the validity of the original data and the additional data.
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[0019] The paper [WCW96] proposes a multisignature scheme based on the identification of the signers. In this case,
each signer has his own public/private key pair, where the public key is obtained from a public information of the signer,
in general related to his identity, as his email address, for example.
[0020] Other proposal for multisignature schemes has been proposed in [QX10]. In this proposal, the mathematical
tool depends on a bilinear map. The proposal is quite theoretical as no efficient and practical implementations of bilinear
maps are proposed.
[0021] The patent [ZWW10] discloses a method for protecting security of digital signature documents of multiple
verifiers strongly designated by multiple signers, where each signer has his own public key.
[0022] Patent [MS10] discloses a method for digitally signing data which includes collecting a group of signers, each
having a public key and a corresponding secret key, a subgroup of signers each producing a partial digital signature of
the data, and obtaining a combined signature of the data by combining the partial digital signatures of the data.
[0023] Patent [MS11] of the same author of [MS10] discloses a particular method for certifying data which includes
having a subgroup of authorities, each contributing a partial digital signature of the data to enable computation of a
combined signature, where the subgroup includes some, but not all, of the total number of authorities capable of applying
a partial signature to the data, issuing a certificate for the data, and storing information in order to keep the subgroup of
authorities accountable for the data that the subgroup of authorities contribute to certify.
[0024] Finally, the document [CJ97] presents a group signature scheme where a group manager computes two pairs
of public-private keys, and publishes the two public keys as the public keys for the group.

Problems with existing solutions

[0025] The generic protocols described above usually present some deficiencies, such as:

1. It has been already attested that many of the proposed schemes are insecure.
2. They involve a great computational effort.
3. In most of the multiple signature schemes, the signature size of a message grows as the group of signers does,
which is not desirable at all.
4. The need that all the signers must be present simultaneously to carry out the signature can cause a delay in the
obtaining of the multiple signature.
5. The fact that the multiple signature has to be carried out in a determined order of the group of users forces to
verify the signature of each signer following the inverse order.
6. Given a group of signers and a multiple signature for a given message, the multiple signature protocol has to be
performed once again by all the members of the group each time one new signer joins the group.
7. In several multiple signature schemes some additional conditions, more restrictive on the signer’s keys, are
necessary. This is the case for RSA-based schemes ([DHM05], [RSA78]). In these schemes, the RSA module of
each signer must grow as the order of each of the signer does. Otherwise, either the signature cannot be performed
or it must be divided into blocks and then each one of these blocks must be signed. The fact of signing several
blocks involves a larger size of the signature and more computational effort.

[0026] As already mentioned, most of the multiple signature schemes are based on public key cryptosystems. The
two most widespread cryptosystems nowadays are those whose security is based either on number factorization (RSA
[RSA78]), or on the discrete logarithm problem (EIGamal [EIG85], Elliptic curves [HMV04], [Men93]), and so the general
features of the multiple signature schemes are based on these systems. In this invention, we will use a slightly different
system, which represents a novelty and will give some advantages in comparison with the above mentioned systems.
[0027] The first multiple signature scheme was designed by Itakura y Nakamura ([IN83]). Since then no solution to
the problem of signing a document jointly in an efficient way had been proposed. In that proposal, a modification of the
RSA was performed in such a way that the module considered was the product of three primes instead of just two.
Besides, each one of the signers, in order, signs the signature of the signer preceding her in the group, so that the last
member of the group is who really computes the signature of the whole group since she signs the result of the signature
of all the signers prior to her. To verify the multiple signature, the verifier acts verifying the signature of each signer of
the group in the correct order.
[0028] Okamoto ([Oka88]) proposed another multiple signature scheme, based also on RSA. In this scheme the
signature length is similar to the length obtained from a simple signature scheme, and shorter than the signature obtained
from the scheme proposed by Itakura and Nakamura. Moreover, this proposal can be used only if the cryptosystem is
bijective; for example, in the case of RSA, but this fact is not verified in cryptosystems based on the discrete logarithm
problem.
[0029] The scheme of Harn and Kiesler ([HK89]) proposes a modification of RSA which allows a group of users to
sign a document and send it to a receiver or verifier, who must be known in advance. In this case, the ciphertext length
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is fixed and it does not depend on the number of signers of the group. However, the signers must sign the document
consecutively; therefore it is necessary to apply several transformations to the partial signatures.
[0030] Later on, Kiesler and Harn ([KH90]) proposed other options to solve the limitations that the authors mention in
the utilization of the RSA cryptosystem as a digital signature scheme, i.e.: block message bit expansion, module size
problem for multiple signatures, and the module problem related to the digital signature, and confidentiality.
[0031] In [PPKW97] two schemes improving the ones presented in [Oka88] and [KH90] were proposed. The first one
involves an increase in the number of bits in the multiple signature although this increase does not exceed the number
of signers. The second scheme does not involve any rise in the number of bits, but every signer is required to have RSA
modules with the same number of bits and with the same pattern in the most significant bits, which induces a major flaw
in its security.
[0032] In order to try to solve some of the previous disadvantages, another proposal is the use of re-blocking ([PLL85]),
but this option still shows the problem of keeping the order of the signers.
[0033] In [AA07] yet another scheme in which each signer can use a RSA module of different size is proposed. This
option produces an increase in the number of bits, but this time, the rise is related to the number of signers and not to
the size of the module used.
[0034] Regarding multiple signature schemes based on the discrete logarithm problem, it is important to mention the
scheme proposed by Laih and Yen ([LY96]). In this scheme, the group of signers must cooperate to sign the message
and send it to a given group of verifiers. Then, only the union of all the verifiers is able to validate the multiple signature.
Additionally, the signers must use not only their own private keys, but also the public key of all the verifiers. In any case,
the use of this scheme is not recommendable as some weaknesses have been detected ([He02], [Yen96]).
[0035] Hwang, Chen, and Chang ([HCC98]) designed another multiple signature scheme for a given group of verifiers,
which provides authenticity and confidentiality; however, in this scheme, the message can only be retrieved if all the
verifiers along with their corresponding multiple signature join together.
[0036] Another new scheme (see [ZX04]) allows performing a multiple signature if the verifiers of the signature belong
to a previously specified group. Nevertheless, for this scheme some weaknesses have been found too ([LWK05], [YY05]).
[0037] In [MS10] each signer in the group has a public key and a corresponding secret key and there exists a combined
public key (CPK = (PK1, ..., PKn), as a result, if a new participant joins the group it will force a change in CPK,
[0038] In all the previous papers and patents, each signer has a public/private key pair, which is not the case in this
proposal. As it was mentioned previously, this multisignature scheme has the property and advantage that each signer
has his own private key, but all of them share the same public key. This fact simplifies and spares to a great extend the
aforementioned problems related to the computational effort for computation, bandwidth, and, therefore, the overall
efficiency of the proposed protocol.
[0039] Finally, a paper of high interest is the one published by Bellare and Neven ([BN06]), since the authors present
a general multiple signature scheme for a generic model of public key. Since its publication, this proposal has been
considered an essential reference for multiple signature schemes. Nevertheless, in this model some requirements have
been considered as mandatory, such as the following:

• Each one of the signers must have a certified public key, with its corresponding private key, which must be generated
by the signer herself.

• The signers must interact in a given number of rounds. In each round each signer receives a message, performs
several calculations and sends another message to the next signer.

• It must be computationally infeasible to forge a multiple signature if there exists one honest signer.

[0040] So far, no efficient scheme nor patent, capable of solving all of the above-mentioned problems have been
proposed, i.e., no scheme with the following requirements has been designed:

1. Security.
2. Efficiency.
3. Independence of the size of the multiple signature with respect to the number of signers.
4. Possibility of off-line signature, i.e., not all the signers must be on-line simultaneously.
5. Signing of the message by all the signers in any order.
6. Simplicity in the procedure to add new signers.
7. Simplicity in the multiple signature verification procedure (no need to verify the partial signature of each member
of the group of signers).

Description of the invention

[0041] It is necessary to offer an alternative to the state of the art that overcomes the above mentioned problems from
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which existing solutions suffer.
[0042] To that end, the present invention provides a procedure for a multiple digital signature, comprising:

i) generating, by a Trusted Third Party, a set of parameters, its own private key and a private key for each signer
or member of a group of signers;
ii) generating, by each of said signers a partial signature on a digest of a message, or document, using their private
keys;
iii) generating a multiple signature from said partial signatures; and
iv) verifying, by a verifier, said multiple signature.

[0043] On contrary to known proposals, the procedure of the invention comprises:

- determining, by said Trusted Third Party, a single and common public key for all of said signers in the group of
signers, by computing two integer numbers, in Zn, 

and
- determining, by said Trusted Third Party, individual private keys of the signers of the group of signers, associated

to said determined single and common public key, by computing (ai, bi, ci, di), for i = 1, ..., t,
wherein:

(a0, b0, c0, d0) are four random integer numbers belonging to Zr that define the private key of the Trusted Third
Party (T);
(bi, di), for i = 1, ..., t, are t pairs of random integer numbers in Zr, and (ai, ci), for i = 1, ..., t, are t pairs of integer
numbers in Zr verifying the following conditions: 

and h and k are two secret integer numbers, in Zr, defined by 

and

- generating, by said Trusted Third Party (T), a set of parameters (n, r, α, β, p, q, s) so that it publishes n, r, α, and
β, and keeps p, q, and s secret, where 

p = u1· r · p1 + 1 and q = u2 · r · q1 + 1 are two large prime numbers,
u1 and u2 are two even integer numbers, whose greatest common divisor (gcd) verifies 
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p1, q1, r, are prime numbers,
α is an invertible element in the group of integers modulo n, Zn, with multiplicative order r, verifying the condition 

β = αs (mod n), and
s is a random secret number in the subgroup generated by α.

[0044] Therefore, this procedure allows generating the keys of a Trusted Third-Party, who will generate the common
public key and the private keys of a determined group of users. These users will jointly sign a document in such a way
that the signatures of all the members of the group will constitute the multiple signature of such group for the given
document.
[0045] Once the multiple signature is performed, anyone knowing the common public key of the group of users will
be able to verify the authentication of the multiple signature or else declare it invalid.
[0046] The present invention is based on a new multiple signature scheme, neither proposed nor published before,
which verifies all the requirements mentioned above. Therefore, it guarantees that all the problems described in the
previous chapter are solved in an accurate way.
[0047] It is remarkable that this new scheme does not match the model proposed in [BN06] since the procedure is
carried out in just one round in which all the signers participate. Moreover, each signer does not need to have her own
certified pair of keys (public and private). In fact, in the protocol proposed in this invention all the signers share the same
public key, but each one has a different private key, which is kept in secret and that is only known by herself and by the
Key Generator Center or Trusted Third-Party.
[0048] In particular, two different protocols to obtain a multiple signature for a document are proposed. The first one,
which requires a Trusted Third-Party not only for generating the keys but also to perform the multiple signature, is more
efficient than the second one, which does not need a Trusted Third-Party to perform the signature.
[0049] As it was mentioned in the Prior State of the Art section, the general scheme of the devices carrying out the
multiple signature procedure considers the following steps (see Figure 2):

1. Generation of keys by a Trusted Third-Party.
2. Verification of the signer’s keys.
3. Generation of the multiple signature by means of the partial signature of each member of the group of signers.
4. Verification of the multiple signature.

[0050] In this invention, a procedure to carry out the processes of key generation, multiple signature generation and
multiple signature verification is presented.
[0051] This invention not only guarantees the generation of a multiple digital signature of a document by a group of
signers, but also substantially improves other previously published protocols in many different ways. For instance, it is
easier to use, computationally more efficient and it allows time and bandwidth savings.
[0052] Other embodiments of the procedure of the invention, for some of which the collaboration of the Trusted Third
Party is required while for others it is not, are described according to appended claims 2 to 9, and in a subsequent section
related to the detailed description of several embodiments.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0053] The previous and other advantages and features will be more fully understood from the following detailed
description of embodiments, with reference to the attached drawings, which must be considered in an illustrative and
non-limiting manner, in which:

Figure 1 shows a general scheme of a digital signature procedure representative of the protocol of a standard digital
signature procedure;
Figure 2 is a flow diagram which illustrates an standard procedure used to perform a multiple signature;
Figure 3 illustrates, by means of a flow diagram, an embodiment of the procedure of the invention which a Trusted
Third Party is used to perform the multiple signature;
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Figure 4 is a flow diagram which illustrates an embodiment of the procedure of the invention for which does not
require the collaboration of a Trusted Third Party to perform the multiple signature; and
Figure 5 shows an architecture implementing the procedure of the invention for an embodiment.

Detailed Description of Several Embodiments

[0054] Let {F1, F2, ..., FN} be a group of N users, a multiple digital signature is a procedure through which every
subgroup of t members of it, 

can, at any moment, perform, through a specified protocol, a common signature of a document or of a previously fixed
message. Additionally, such signature can be verified and validated by any other user. To carry out the verification it is
necessary to know the number of users, t, the original document or a digest of such message generated by a hash
function, m, the multiple signature, and the public key(s) used in the protocol.
[0055] As it was previously mentioned, these digital signature protocols need a Key Center or a Trusted Third-Party,
T, which generates both its own keys and the keys of each one of the signers.
[0056] In this proposal, two protocols to perform the signature will be described. The two protocols provide the same
multiple signature every time the same inputs of the protocol are used. Therefore, both are essentially the same, although
they have some differences regarding the actions that both the Trusted Third-Party and the users who participate in the
protocol carry out.
[0057] On the other hand, the Trusted Third-Party, T, can be part of the group of signers or not, affecting neither the
signature procedure nor the multiple signature itself.
[0058] The phases in which this protocol is divided are the following (see Figures 3-4):

1. Key generation.
2. Key verification.
3. Generation of the multiple digital signature.

a) With the collaboration of T.
b) Without the collaboration of T.

4. Multiple digital signature verification.

[0059] Next, each one of the phases is described in more detail:

1. Key generation

[0060] First of all, the key of T and then the keys of the signers, must be generated. The steps to generate the key of
T are the following:

1. T chooses two large prime numbers p and q, which must verify the following conditions: 

where r, p1, q1 are prime numbers and u1, u2 even integer numbers, whose greatest common divisor (gcd) is 

i.e., u1 = 2 · v1 and u2 = 2 · v2.
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2. T calculates 

where lcm represents the least common multiple, ϕ(n) is the Euler function and λ(n) is the Carmichael function.
To guarantee the security of the protocol, the size of r, i.e., its bitlength, must be sufficiently large so as to render
computationally infeasible the Subgroup Discrete Logarithm Problem (SDLP), with order r of the integers module

n, 

3. Next, T chooses an integer number  with multiplicative order r, module n, and meeting the condition 

Let Sr be the subgroup of  generated by α. Obtaining the generator α can be carried out in an efficient way, i.e.,

in a polynomial time, just by following Lemma 3.1 of [Sus09].

Indeed, according to this lemma, the first step is to determine an element  whose order is λ(n). The

procedure consists in choosing an element  and in verifying that g raised to all the possible divisors of

λ(n), module n, is different from 1 in all cases. This procedure is fast since the factorization of λ(n) is known and it
has only a few prime factors, so the list of its divisors can be easily computed. In case that the randomly chosen
element does not verify this condition, another one has to be chosen and the procedure is performed again.
Once the element g with order λ(n) is determined, the next step is to calculate the element 

4. T generates a random secret number s in Sr and calculates 

5. The values (α, r, β, n) are made public, whereas T keeps the values (p, q, s) in secret.

[0061] Though the factor r of p-1 and q-1 is known and n is the product of two primes, p and q, currently there is no
efficient algorithm capable of calculating the two factors of n.
[0062] The steps followed by T for generating the keys of the signers are:

1. T determines its private key generating randomly four integer numbers 

2. T obtains the common public key for all the signers computing 
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3. From the expressions above, T determines 

Therefore, both P and Q are elements of the subgroup Sr; i.e., there exist integer numbers h,  verifying 

4. T determines the private key for each signer Fi ∈ G, with i = 1, ..., t, generating four integer numbers for each one
of them, 

so that the signers will share the same public key (P, Q). Hence, for the values of i = 1, ..., t, the following two

conditions must hold  

or equivalently 

[0063] Therefore, as T knows the values s, h and k, it determines t private keys for the signers Fi just by generating t

pairs of random numbers bi,  and then calculating the corresponding values ai,  following the previous

equations (1) and (2).
[0064] Once T has calculated the private keys, it distributes them in a secure way to the signers.

2. Key verification

[0065] To verify that the key of T is correct, each signer, Fi ∈ G, i = 1, ..., t, only has to check if: 
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[0066] Moreover, each signer must check if the known public key corresponds to her private key. To do this, each
signer only has to verify if these two following equations hold 

[0067] To perform the multiple digital signature, two scenarios are considered, depending whether the Trusted Third
Party T collaborates with the group of signers or not.
[0068] The first case, namely, when the multiple signature is performed with the collaboration of T, is faster, more
efficient, and secure than the second one.

3a. Multiple digital signature performed with the collaboration of T

[0069] In this protocol (see Figure 3), each one of the signers performs her particular signature for the digest of the
message, m, and sends it, in a secure way, to T, which is in charge of performing the multiple signature. To do so, firstly
it has to verify the validity of all the signatures received and then add all of them, modulo r.

1. Each signer Fi ∈ G, i = 1, ..., t, calculates her signature as follows: 

2. Signer Fi sends, in a secure way, her signature to T.
3. T verifies the validity of each one of the received signatures by checking if

4. Once all the signatures are verified, T calculates the multiple signature for the document m, (f, g), just by adding
all the partial signatures: 

5. Finally, T publishes (f, g) as the multiple signature of G to m.

3b. Multiple digital signature performed without the collaboration of T

[0070] It is possible to perform the multiple signature of m without the collaboration of T, but in this case the procedure
is not as straightforward as the previous one (see Figure 4). In this procedure each signer signs the signature of the
previous one, so it is necessary to broadcast the partial signatures among the group of signers and to establish an order
in the group of signers in order to avoid possible attacks by a signer or a conspiracy of several signers.
[0071] When T was collaborating to perform the multiple signature, the partial signatures could be performed off-line,
i.e., each signer could perform her signature in any moment without the necessity of all of them to be connected at the
same time. For the present case, all the signers must be connected simultaneously and the signature is performed in
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just one act. There is no need to wait for the calculation of each signer’s signature.
[0072] Let G = {F1, ..., Ff} be the group of signers in an arbitrary fixed order.
[0073] In this case, instead of being the Trusted Third-Party the one who verifies the signature of all the signers, each
signer herself verifies the signature of the previous signer. Then, she performs her own signature and adds it to the
signature received. More precisely, the procedure is the following:

1) The first signer, F1, performs her signature for the digest of a given message, m, calculating 

and sends (f1, g1) to the group of signers.
2) The second signer, F2:

a) Verifies the signature of F1 checking if

b) Calculates the partial accumulate signature for the message, computing 

c) Sends (f2, g2), as the partial accumulate signature to the group of signers.

3) The signer F3 receives the partial signature (f2, g2) and

a) Verifies the partial signature of F2 checking if 

b) Calculates her own partial accumulate signature for the message, computing 

c) Sends (f3, g3) to the group of signers as her partial signature.

i) The signer Fi uses the partial signature of Fi-1, (fi-1, gi-1), and

a) Verifies it, by checking 

b) Calculates her partial accumulate signature for the message, computing 
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c) Sends (fi, gi) to the group of signers.

t) The last signer, Ft

a) Verifies the partial signature of Ft-1 checking if 

b) Calculates her partial accumulate signature for the message, computing ft = ft-1 + at + ct · m (mod r) =
a1 + ... + at + (c1 + ...+ ct) m (mod r), gt = gt-1 + bt + dt · m (mod r) = b1 + ... + bt + (d1 + ... + dt) m (mod r).

c) Publishes the multiple signature for m: (f, g) = (ft, gt).

[0074] The condition that must satisfy the partial signature of the signer Fi-1 carried out by the signer Fi is hold since: 

[0075] The verification of all the partial accumulated signatures performed by each of the signers (except the first one)
is mandatory: no signer should sign a message without having checked the validity of the signature performed up to
that moment. By doing so and given that all the signers are honest, in most cases, additional verifications are avoided.
Actually, each signer can act as the verifier and can verify the multiple signature using the multiple signature and the
common public key since they are known by all the signers.
[0076] If either the final multiple signature or any of the partial accumulated signatures did not satisfy one or more
verification tests, it would be known that, at least, one of the signers has forged her signature or that some kind of
conspiracy among several signers has taken place. The reason why all the partial accumulate signatures must be
broadcast to the whole group is to know exactly where the forgery has happened. At that moment, the problem would
be to decide which signer is the forger. Since the whole group knows the partial signatures, the only task to do is to
subtract consecutive pairs of signatures and to verify the signature of the corresponding signer.
[0077] Broadcasting the partial signatures inside the group of signers balances advantages and disadvantages among
them, since, for example, any partial accumulate signature is verified just by one signer, not by all. Furthermore, the
signature of the last signer is not verified by any of the rest of signers and the first signer sends her signature directly,
without having been added to any other.
[0078] It is important to point out that the multiple signatures obtained from the two procedures explained, with or
without the collaboration of T, match up. Therefore, the multiple signature verification of the first procedure applies also
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to the second one.

4. Multiple signature verification

[0079] Let (f, g) be a multiple digital signature for a digest of a message, m, performed by the following group of t users: 

[0080] To verify the validity of such signature the procedure is the following, irrespective of whether the signature was
performed with or without the collaboration of the Trusted Third-Party.
[0081] The multiple signature of the group G, with t members, for m is valid if the following condition holds 

[0082] Actually, it is sufficient to bear in mind that 

[0083] The global design for the architecture of the proposed procedure in this invention is shown in Figure 5.

Advantages of the Invention:

[0084] It can be seen that both the multiple signature verification procedure and the partial signature verifications are
similar to the procedure used in the classic scheme of EIGamal ([EIG85], [FGHMM04]). This fact increases the confidence
in the security of this proposal. Nevertheless, this similarity is not an equivalence, since the scheme of this invention is
new and does not follow the same patterns as other schemes already published.
[0085] Indeed, in this invention, the signature is verified by checking if the following equation holds: 

[0086] However, the signature verification in EIGamal scheme uses the following equation 

[0087] In both expressions all the parameters are known by the signature verifier; and m, in both expressions, is the
digest of the message whose signature is to be verified.
[0088] The similarity of both verifications lies in the fact that in both expressions the goal is to check an equality using
the digest of the message as the exponent of a public parameter.
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[0089] Additional advantages of the present scheme are:

1. The length of the signature is always the same, irrespective of the size of the message or of the number of signers.

Moreover, the signature is short, since the pair (f, g) are two elements of the subgroup Sr of 

2. The computational time of all the operations is polynomial.
3. If the Trusted Third-Party takes part in the protocol, each signer calculates her signature at her own accord; the
signers are not expected to be on-line at the same time. Once T has received all the partial sums, it will determine
the multiple signature.
4. Furthermore, when T collaborates in the protocol, there is no hindrance in adding new signers to the original
group of signers at any moment without having to perform the whole protocol one more time. The only task that the
new-comers have to do is to calculate their corresponding signatures and send them to T. Then, T will verify these
signatures and will compute the new multiple signature by adding the new signatures to the original multiple signature.
5. If the protocol is performed without the collaboration of T, the signers must be on-line simultaneously, so the
multiple signature can be performed in just one act. In this way it is not necessary to wait to all the signers to calculate,
in an established order, their partial accumulate signature.
6. It is also possible to add new signers to the procedure when T does not collaborate without having to perform the
whole protocol once more. In this case the new signers have just to order themselves randomly after the last signer
of the original group and calculate their accumulate signatures using the last known signature.
7. The multiple signature verification in both protocols is very simple and efficient, since only one computation is
necessary. This calculation allows the validation of all the partial signatures of all the members of the group.

Multiple signature security

[0090] In case of using the protocol where T is collaborating, there is no possibility for two signers to conspire for
generating a false signature since the multiple signature is determined by the Trusted Third-Party and in the procedure
it verifies that each one of the partial signatures correspond to each one of the signers.
[0091] If the protocol is carried out without the collaboration of T, a conspiracy among two or more signers is not
possible since all the signers take part in the protocol and each one verifies the signature of the previous signer. Besides,
if any of the signers had any suspicion of possible conspiracies or forged signatures, she could verify each and every
one of the partial signatures because all the partial accumulated signatures are broadcast to all the members of the
group. In this way, both the forgery and the culprit can be easily detected.
[0092] On the other hand, no signer can determine the secret value s chosen by T only by knowing her private key
and the common public key. It has to be pointed out that determining s from the parameters α and β = αs (mod n) involves
the computation of discrete logarithms in the subgroup, Sr, of order r, generated by α. This fact is impossible since r
was chosen in such a way that this problem was infeasible in Sr.
[0093] If two, or more, signers, for example, Fi and Fj, conspire to obtain the secret value s of T, they can determine
their corresponding partial signatures for a given message, (fi, gi) and (fi, gj), respectively. Since the following equation
holds 

they can perform the following calculation: 

[0094] However, as α is an element of order r, the following expression holds: 

i.e., 
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[0095] Nevertheless, after these calculations, the signers will only obtain the value of s’ = s (mod r) and not the real
value of s. Therefore, this kind of attack does not impair the security of the protocol.
[0096] Using the same hypothesis, if several signers want to break the system and to calculate s by signing different
messages, chosen by themselves or randomly, trying to obtain more information about the protocol and to break it, they
would not obtain more information than the one obtained from signing a single message.
[0097] Actually, suppose that two signers, Fi and Fj, choose two different messages, for example, m1 and m2, and
calculate their corresponding signatures for each one of them. Let (fi, gi) and (hi, ki) be the signatures of Fi for such
messages, and let (fj, gj) and (hj, kj) be the corresponding signatures of Fj.
[0098] In this case, using the expression (3) for each message, the following equations hold: 

where, as it happens in (4), it can be obtained: 

therefore, as it happens in (3), the result is 

and the value obtained for s’ is the same as the one obtained when just a message is used.

Applications of the invention:

[0099] The invention can be successfully applied when digital signatures are compulsory but several entities or people
must jointly sign the same document, message, contract, etc. Among other applications, the following can be mentioned:

• Any process requiring a digital signature where more than one signer is involved.
• Digital signatures in corporate scenarios for signing contracts between companies or between a company and a client.
• Digital signatures between companies or users and the government and public administrations.
• Digital signatures used for contracts with several members.
• Digital signatures for agreements or minutes between different organizations.

[0100] These applications are very useful in environments related to these activities:

• Government and public administration (local, regional or national). In particular, it is well known that the Spanish
Trade, Tourism and Industry Ministry has developed an application, called eCoFirma, to perform and verify digital
signatures. Moreover, this project implements the validation of files composed by multiple signatures (http://oficina-
virtual.mityc:es/javawebstart/soc info/ecofirma/index.html). This application uses digital certificates, therefore it uses
RSA keys. As it is known, these keys are large and make the file which contains the signature grow as more
signatures are added. With our proposal, the multiple signature can be performed in a more efficient way and
therefore the validation procedure is faster, although the keys used have a very different origin, as it was previously
mentioned.

• Business. In this case, it is possible that different companies belonging to a specific group, or different people from
a committee, use this proposal to sign in a multiple way certain documents or agreements that everyone abide.
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• Affidavit. Most legal documents need the signatures of all the members involved (buy-sale, mortgage, divorces, heir
declaration, and so on), as well as notary attestation of the document. This proposal can be used as a reliable and
secure application to carry out these classes of processes.

• Banking. As it is case with legal processes, banking procedures, in many situations, to sign documents where several
parties are involved, including the bank entity itself. In this case, it is also possible the use to this invention.

• Military. In military environments, it is possible that some decisions must be carried out following a predetermined
order depending on the rank of command. At a certain moment, each one of the authorities involved must sign a
determined decision. Each one of these signatures could be carried out by using the multiple signature of each one
of the parties involved, though in this case a specific order must be established in the whole process.

• Internet. The growing use of Internet could need that two, or more parties, must carry out an on-line agreement.
This commitment can be performed by using our proposal of electronic digital procedure. In this way, all the parties
involved turn to a Trusted Third-Party to carry out such agreement.

• Certification Authorities. In general, certification authorities are necessary to release reliable digital certificates,
which comply with the standard X.509.v3. This fact implies the use of large keys (as it happens with RSA keys) and
digital signature procedures which, in case of using software to perform multiple signatures, present some problems
already mentioned in the present document: a big computational effort, a rise in the size of the files as the number
of signers grows, and so on. With our proposal, these certification authorities could develop their own applications
and become the Trusted Third-Party that is needed in the invention.

[0101] Next, a possible implementation of the whole multiple signature procedure is described, beginning with the key
generation until the signature verification, stepping through the generation of the signature. In this implementation the
current recommended key sizes will be used in order to avoid possible attacks. Such attacks can be mounted either if
it were possible to factorize the module n (Integer Factorization Problem), or if it were possible to solve the Discrete
Logarithm Problem, either in the multiplicative subgroup of integer numbers module n or in a subgroup of order r.
[0102] Suppose that the group of signers consists of t = 5 users: G = {F1, F2, F3, F4, F5} and that T is the Trusted
Third-Party.

Key generation

[0103] Following the steps mentioned previously, T generates its own private key and the public key. In order to show
an example which can be used in practical applications, with warranties of security, a number r with 192 bits has been
generated, which makes the discrete logarithm problem infeasible in a subgroup of order r. Besides, the prime numbers
p and q have been generated to have, approximately 512 bits each one, which means that n has around 1024 bits. This
size is big enough to guarantee its security against the factorization attacks during a reasonable time (the digits of each
number has been separated into groups of 10 to improve its legibility).
[0104] The calculated values are the following: 

r= 42800231361972361770 9720134208 9944684948 9050016803 52659163,

p1 = 3098365935 5115484298 6754567228 9635523537 4615761798 4830977826 9780185513 2773111664
9369523991 95821,

q1 = 1520450525 2113540207 5164722445 6778025701 0592684151 0042773032 3583726574 4664496833
3500176742 76217,

p = 9813197637 4121676342 6568482314 0310918044 3735395146 3165527063 6735923149 3320377492
6066484931 1740863445 7483957527 4926886593 9416106694 0401463789 3848791487 8903,

q = 1223421923 9653928573 7921720553 5181885769 8744000443 3360186341 6722487366 9987835834
7336009802 3419921079 1174748161 9489598922 7394318308 0189542960 9232557889 57749,
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n = 1200568113 3815441777 9200008036 6880591092 5122610186 1101012447 6894157975 4465649221
2596080380 9123496642 1067708087 9742404316 7621962457 4759824948 7705927686 2918453404
3641462423 0810501474 4219629870 8072023173 2433241319 0597257452 8032813795 4341600436
0856910403 2445755423 0802903516 3200102347 0407173383 4836375827 918469347,

ϕ(n) = 1200568113 3815441777 9200008036 6880591092 5122610186 1101012447 6894157975 4465649221
2596080380 9123496642 1067708087 9742404316 7621962457 4759824948 7705927686 2918232930
1953755813 4602443617 5434708573 0497711419 2475273645 1549217844 8350881808 0757606170
2561451002 5022063108 6888205287 5617968754 1429750414 5496514084 214632696,

λ(n) = 1402525261 1697779776 1246015561 0377785768 6729617252 9437752774 8325801441 1744936419
7360621133 0844851766 7090293566 1320231059 3956741493 0846169277 4865387347 5469537220
7724643327 9875093536 1891321645 6744284572 2113021501 6365721481 5842212697 6943090932
1704533099 6.

[0105] Subsequently, T determines an element g of the group of the integer numbers module n,

 whose order is λ(n), and then it calculates the element,  of order r.

g = 6717842480 6844949028 2650889244 7341097607 4856794135 4583987170 7599944781 2359090515
8314497447 7912737103 9877888876 4046534433 0747123418 0588943781 6284997792 9837297897
4063898679 2643451640 5737585977 8744839425 8032592210 1563318039 7169841482 5698356635
9188997629 5351471211 3905774450 1739771466 4650268641 0946248241 08211637,

α = 8220765701 6677161639 2295645083 3786098404 5377364917 3263164161 5842095460 8347176795
8314383910 6838300087 8332450440 8079227722 7829626715 4492401350 5177874046 3160709427
8939487852 8737556254 2790192185 4409743264 1912537776 6579916297 4553776942 1764040414
7985455200 6834952531 2224875762 4602378529 0612313367 0589148641 54862251.

[0106] Then, T generates a secret number s ∈ Sr. To do so, it needs to generate a random number, z, in the interval
[1, r] and calculate s = αz (mod n). Then, it determines the element β:

z = 2562266773 7774597450 4409468429 7834074901 8000412016 9914173,

s = 4753261714 1928251118 2743629876 4391793367 2307333076 1603563912 5002000524 9060497658
0824242118 6704298946 3445895108 4404897626 6689329111 3557924664 5307037629 8989659634
5807828772 4429722874 3556504143 8852477027 0325311761 9225951212 8994160952 8446681790
9094409361 4867349016 1812858607 1648136904 8090599371 8575649900 69295616,

β = 4861935264 2803079954 6555178384 8192834398 3164492398 1652625442 7161959668 1467074572
8858845443 7528030493 1407985056 2750859231 2565714340 0369700824 6078908252 2563853007
1595785428 4460245931 4579818936 4632592036 1993827761 2083044887 0729245762 1484480929
0382280230 6144704709 2769342983 0689033301 5305777214 2718955708 68985223.

[0107] T calculates its private key, a0, b0, c0,  and the public key, (P, Q), which will be shared by all the

signers of the group G:

a0= 3796851234 6569680283 3338368391 5365556062 4833209082 53580661,

b0 = 2591850459 9367460902 5934873820 3760658099 0333592083 17194694,

c0 = 1518925798 4392236395 1016813551 4526953578 9549887870 12160497,

d0 = 3795856474 1095936126 3365200938 2597076303 2769773305 51257252,

P = 8319958649 6056447734 7328052772 9933714896 8407194844 8369500960 5176404651 5164701887
3220925662 9019150287 7627255992 0904205949 0852478635 0690085650 7726157268 1634089222
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5831822786 0354912705 0697911594 1772574866 2925316237 6241224905 7755828693 7646145188
0473447052 8492011177 6049627590 7768935677 1530034818 3540964671 99575149,

Q = 7646114260 2099407040 5307511791 2284288636 2591565615 1338741603 2204187548 9954259612
1452554504 1316398658 6916773912 5040898369 8517070596 9516952757 9781255613 9956857784
9279960920 3809990561 1580294365 3546145623 3432930343 3600377178 5723369168 1634251649
1476315642 6634673934 9718641568 1411906770 6077428431 1364467438 92098833.

[0108] Next, T broadcasts the values (α, β, n, r).
[0109] The next step is the calculation of the private keys of the signers of the group G. To do so, T calculates, in the
first place, the following values:

h = 3872871254 9788136665 1132678495 1408621258 8355187161 47094974,

k = 9595184946 6557841042 7041038895 8525680100 0947749031 804377.

[0110] Finally, T generates the random values bi,  for i = 1, ..., 5, and determines the corresponding values

for ai and ci. In this way, it obtains the 5 private keys, which will be distributed in a secure way to each one of the signers

of the group:

(a1, b1, c1, d1) = (3283241757 5870636656 2148739413 6347233920 8366198197 35436378,1151430213
9289655133 5986558470 5215666832 7514688545 71831717, 3839753842 7757266331 6697562043
9112177778 0738242539 93302939, 2403125912 8894003222 9570075762 6023463547 5329056797 71114669),
(a2, b2, c2, d2) = (1550178576 4794736629 8920233691 3661760348 7403838961 45128686,1563760386
7728655548 8657603181 0647710782 2162854443 65985785, 6103724830 5688795750 4070736808
6412512413 3278352318 4958155, 1759919831 6288861490 4411691354 5080836678 8884940065 70680177),
(a3, b3, c3, d3) = (2791564021 0033574126 8721638070 1589015898 1812242310 5344330, 6677309778
5621420138 9539159254 2346765657 8489201524 0252392, 1221691357 9545259603 5141749286 9077438598
0549008717 28371300, 4095493946 8040799465 7837334005 8468133920 9532706455 00497958),
(a4, b4, c4, d4) = (2453365078 9361925247 4551356603 8117805834 4499954214 11351773, 6930834099
0325869370 2436425339 9961527746 8907567771 7562893, 2396464971 9220531648 9542977954 4179966718
7496705898 02476593, 3647109711 1114185126 8934154780 7991224353 9039657962 55314516),
(a5, b5, c5, d5) = (2814663960 7597908778 4976941814 3370387434 4440465417 57439916,3435450655
2240480352 2565604258 5579327971 4569713507 39009618, 4168673880 1586125932 7609156104
2565600095 2678283105 60380425, 1821609138 4217289729 1499706890 6952954417 7710311415 86835967).

Key verification

[0111] To verify T ’s key and the common key of all the signers, it is just necessary for all of them to check these equations 

which is almost immediate.
[0112] Generation of the multiple signature with the collaboration of T
[0113] Let suppose that the message to sign is stored in a file, whose content is the following (it is a fragment from
"Don Quixote"):
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"En esto, descubrieron treinta o cuarenta molinos de viento que hay en aquel campo, y así como don Quijote los
vio, dijo a su escudero:

- La aventura va guiando nuestras cosas mejor de lo que acertáramos a desear; porque ves allí, amigo Sancho
Panza, donde se descubrieron treinta, o poco más desaforados gigantes, con quien pienso hacer batalla y
quitarles a todos las vidas, con cuyos despojos comenzaremos a enriquecer, que ésta es buena guerra, y es
gran servicio de Dios quitar tan mala simiente de sobre la faz de la tierra.

- ¿ Qué gigantes ? -dijo Sancho Panza.

- Aquellos que allí ves -respondió su amo- de los brazos largos, que los suelen tener algunos de casi dos leguas.

- Mire vuestra merced -respondió Sancho- que aquellos que allí se parecen no son gigantes, sino molinos de
viento, y lo que en ellos parecen brazos son las aspas, que volteadas del viento, hacen andar la piedra del
molino."

[0114] The calculation of its digest by using the function SHA-1 provides the following value of 160 bits, where their
hexadecimal and decimal expressions are, respectively:

m = 7b 30 e0 ac a8 c5 7b 09 0a cb a4 b0 54 38 b7 a1 0c d0 41 f3 = 7032958724 8581323731 3907950135
0552221954 30113779.

[0115] The partial signatures of each of the 5 signers are the following:

(f1, g1) = (2072061490 3529681837 0518359522 5737119748 8834793544 63211454, 3424899271 6561622167
2309350509 1899483096 2204248546 1401791),

(f2, g2) = (7519865574 6123920960 8321708870 7222592072 2194208225 5244963, 3052287160 9193339307
3261388288 7970269665 4298411495 82863325),

(f3, g3) = (3035127013 8473367395 5815130273 0222450081 2709055452 62584542, 3343996361 8263990970
5373048282 9321275620 4171100823 79165477),

(f4, g4) = (5045916079 6959772237 4311181991 8729548876 2656407924 8876843, 2222053057 4350855533
1345730712 8312259343 4626990198 61867838),

(f5, g5) = (2569158690 2819158389 3813867008 1064366690 7818627298 94259816, 3005227651 1941091704
8712925875 3266438452 3528620588 04923843).

[0116] T verifies the signature of each one of the signers checking that each signature satisfies the following equation: 

[0117] From the previous signatures, T determines the multiple signature just by adding all of them together, modulo r:

(f, g) = (3728790875 1858533998 9703774719 7297807179 7475043041 8859292, 3406007886 1460716190
6483759792 8170821493 4745514353 84903948).

[0118] Generation of the multiple signature without the collaboration of T
[0119] In case that T is not collaborating and supposing that the message to sign is the same as previously, the
calculation of each one of the partial accumulated signatures provides the following results.
[0120] The signature of F1 is:

(f1, g1) = (2072061490 3529681837 0518359522 5737119748 8834793544 63211454, 3424899271 6561622167
2309350509 1899483096 2204248546 1401791).
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[0121] The verification of the signature of F1 carried out by F2 is correct:

P · Qm (mod n) = 1170109731 2819367894 2005216580 6494377952 0636567548 9262094548 8344339052
7421432596 8875335205 2402155197 2230378307 2371932777 1738710426 2768241265 6183149313
3478950938 7479706527 9175557453 9751639118 0565551090 7789905395 4819196663 7323682277
9020280066 1028233179 3869192910 1434425082 3384981457 9716434249 5003307128 728028411.

[0122] The partial accumulated signature of F2 is:

(f2, g2) = (2824048047 8142073933 1350530409 645937895 6105421436 718456417, 3394777088 0849501524
0492323339 7160217975 0518836350 44265116).

[0123] The verification of the signature of F2 carried out by F3 is correct:

P2 · Q2m (mod n) = 7450100059 1091930946 2501858785 0941187993 2537915629 2584859948 2097737510
5853453621 2291364319 8207733759 5107023683 8537744090 0352638596 6504088919 1070451647
0331532795 8444989461 6206800852 4483586001 3000717481 6710298328 4937496631 1635361223
1293962768 8337804042 4332811755 2543722126 3844271970 1015657563 2043360173 11602864.

[0124] The partial accumulated signature of F3 is:

(f3, g3) = (1579151925 4643079557 7445526473 6737144088 4713253016 28381796, 2458750313 7141130723
6145237413 6536808646 5639920370 70771430).

[0125] The verification of the signature of F3 carried out by F4 is correct:

P3 · Q3m (mod n) = 1082550119 8844366296 9941799029 9216293849 1473245559 8632411906 1624560875
2927058733 8646774165 2669903997 4431524996 7382651963 1695679541 3626062206 6708356175
6861427098 3545735602 5434248163 0193576555 6718878697 5260754944 4570751541 8377058742
3008072805 0382838655 9480158601 5234920504 3658404027 6285123608 4428151260 693636413.

[0126] The partial accumulated signature of F4 is:

(f4, g4) = (2083743533 4339056781 4876644672 8610098976 0978893808 77258639, 4007802349 5196244857
7708339174 9043830411 2168937657 9980105).

[0127] The verification of the signature of F4 carried out by F5 is correct:

P4 · Q4m (mod n) = 2709868377 7138928608 4769512938 6848964463 7670022794 1393921794 4877807748
7124069046 1975743029 9505734207 6216783854 6104882998 0222474430 8776847832 3556946739
5710850579 9846374769 1955854682 9555230522 0066146680 9121213039 1802059312 0565937216
9390100135 5015555941 6181673016 9769298446 6748808181 1849405818 8552528092 36031649.

[0128] The partial accumulated signature of F5, which coincides with the multiple signature of the whole group, is:

(f, g) = (f5, g5) = (3728790875 1858533998 9703774719 7297807179 7475043041 8859292, 3406007886
1460716190 6483759792 8170821493 4745514353 84903948).

Multiple signature verification

[0129] To verify the validity of the previous multiple signature whether T was collaborating or not, any verifier knowing
the message, m, the number of signers and the public key, (P, Q), has only to check the following equation 

which is immediate, because both values are
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1170109731 2819367894 2005216580 6494377952 0636567548 9262094548 8344339052 7421432596
8875335205 2402155197 2230378307 2371932777 1738710426 2768241265 6183149313 3478950938
7479706527 9175557453 9751639118 0565551090 7789905395 4819196663 7323682277 9020280066
1028233179 3869192910 1434425082 3384981457 9716434249 5003307128 728028411.

Security

[0130] In case that any two signers, for example, F1 and F3, try to conspire to calculate the secret value, s, of T, they
would join their respective signatures, (f1, g1) and (f3, g3), so that the following value would be calculated

s’ = (f1 - f3) (g3 - g1)-1 (mod r) = 2495841599 2675813433 1673611873 1109209990 5818069416 83953188,

but this value is not the real value of s:

s = 4753261714 1928251118 2743629876 4391793367 2307333076 1603563912 5002000524 9060497658
0824242118 6704298946 3445895108 4404897626 6689329111 3557924664 5307037629 8989659634
5807828772 4429722874 3556504143 8852477027 0325311761 9225951212 8994160952 8446681790
9094409361 4867349016 1812858607 1648136904 8090599371 8575649900 69295616.

[0131] If any other pair of signers try to carry out the same attack, they would obtain the same value of s’. Therefore
it would not be obtained any benefit if more signers were in the conspiracy.
[0132] Finally, the same kind of conspiracy for signatures of different messages would not provide any improvement
either, because the value obtained signing different messages is the same once more.

Operation and implementation

[0133] The scheme proposed to perform multiple digital signatures has been implemented as a Notebook of the
software Maple v.13 in a computer with a Intel® Core™2 Quad CPU Q4900 processor at 2.66 GHz, with the operating
system Windows 7 of Microsoft with 64 bits and with a 4 GB RAM.
[0134] The computational time necessary for each one of the tasks depends on, basically, the length of the keys and
on the number of signers that participate in the performance of the multiple signature.
[0135] Some examples of computational time (in seconds) for the different tasks, with different inputs, are shown in
the following table:

[0136] As it can be seen, most of the computational time is consumed in the key generation phase, which is not an
inconvenient since once the keys are generated, they can be used during a long period of time to sign different messages.
[0137] As a final comment, the previous computation times can be considered rather large, since the computational
package Maple v13 has been used. As is well known, Maple is an interpreted language, a fact that impacts negatively
on the execution times. To carry out an optimization of this invention, it is advisable to develop a specific hardware and/or
software implementation, using the most suitable state-of-the-art tools.
[0138] A person skilled in the art could introduce changes and modifications in the embodiments described without
departing from the scope of the invention as it is defined in the attached claims.

Size (in bits) of r and n, respectively 128, 1024 192, 1024 192, 1024 192, 1024 256,2048

Number of signers 5 5 15 50 10

Key generation time 6.879 5.397 5.413 5.413 132.211

Key verification time 0.015 0.031 0.062 0.187 0.187

Computational time of the multiple signature with 
the collaboration of a Trusted Third-Party

0.000 0.015 0.031 0.110 0.094

Computational time of the multiple signature 
without the collaboration of a Trusted Third-Party

0.000 0.015 0.047 0.140 0.093

Multiple signature verification time 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.016
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

[0139]

DLP Discrete Logarithm Problem

RSA Rivest-Shamir-Adleman Cryptosystem

SDLP Subgroup Discrete Logarithm Problem
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Claims

1. A procedure for a multiple digital signature comprising:

i) generating, by a Trusted Third Party (T), a set of parameters, its own private key and a private key for each
signer or member (F1, F2, ..., Ft) of a group of signers (G);
ii) generating, by each of said signers, (F1, F2, ..., Ft), a partial signature on a digest (m) of a document, or
message, (M) using their private keys;
iii) generating a multiple signature from said partial signatures; and
iv) verifying, by a verifier, said multiple signature;
wherein the procedure comprises:

- determining, by said Trusted Third Party (T), a single and common public key for all of said signers (F1,
F2, ..., Ft), in (G), by computing two integer numbers (P) and (Q), in Zn, 

and
- determining, by said Trusted Third Party (T), individual private keys of the signers (F1, F2, ..., Ft) of the
group of signers (G), associated to said determined single and common public key, by computing (ai, bi,
ci, di), for i = 1, ..., t,
wherein:

(a0, b0, c0, d0) are four random integer numbers belonging to Zr that define the private key of the Trusted
Third Party (T);
(bi, di), for i = 1, ..., t, are t pairs of random integer numbers in Zr, and (ai, ci), for i = 1, ..., t, are t pairs
of integer numbers in Zr verifying the following conditions: 
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and h and k are two secret integer numbers, in Zr, defined by 

and

- generating, by said Trusted Third Party (T), a set of parameters (n, r, α, β, p, q, s) so that it publishes n,
r, α, and β, and keeps p, q, and s secret, where 

p = u1 · r · p1 + 1 and q = u2 · r · q1 + 1 are two large prime numbers,
u1 and u2 are two even integer numbers, whose greatest common divisor (gcd) verifies 

p1, q1, r, are prime numbers,
α is an invertible element in the group of integers modulo n, Zn, with multiplicative order
r, verifying the condition 

β = αs (mod n), and
s is a random secret number in the subgroup generated by α.

2. A procedure according to claim 1, wherein each signer (F1,..., Ft) further computes, with the necessary collaboration
of a Trusted Third Party (T), her own signature, (fi, gi), for a hash (m) of the message (M) which is given by 

and further sending, each signer, said own computed signature, in a secure way, to the Trusted Third Party (T).

3. A procedure according to claim 2, comprising verifying, by the Trusted Third Party (T), the computed signature of
each signer (F1, F2, ..., Ft) by checking: 

4. A procedure according to claim 3, wherein, upon a valid verification of the computed signature of each signer (F1,
F2, ..., Ft), the Trusted Third Party (T) further computes and publishes the short multiple digital signature, (f, g), of
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the group (G) for the hash (m) of the message (M) further comprising the following: 

5. A procedure according to claim 1, wherein the first signer (F1) further determines, without the collaboration of the
Trusted Third Party (T), her own partial aggregated signature (f1, g1) for the hash (m) of the message (M) where: 

and sends it, in a secure way, to the group of signers (F1, F2, ..., Ft).

6. A procedure according to claim 5, wherein each signer but the first one (F2, ..., Ft) further verifies, without the
collaboration of the Trusted Third Party (T), the partial aggregated signature ((fi-1, gi-1), i = 2, ..., t) already calculated
by the previous signer, by checking 

7. A procedure according to claim 6, wherein each signer but the first one (F2, ..., Ft) further determines, without the
collaboration of the Trusted Third Party (T), her own partial aggregated signature ((fi-1, gi-1), i = 2, ..., t) by computing 

and further sending said determined own partial aggregated signatures, except the last signer (Ft), in a secure way,
to the group of signers (F1, F2, ..., Ft).

8. A procedure according to claim 7, wherein the last signer (Ft) further publishes, without the collaboration of the
Trusted Third Party (T), her partial aggregated signature as the short multiple digital signature, (f, g), of the whole
group of signers: 

9. A procedure according to claims 4 or 8, wherein a verifier determines whether the short multiple digital signature (f,
g) of the group (G) for the hash (m) of the message (M), makes the following expression hold true: 

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren für eine Mehrfach-digitale Signatur, umfassend:

i) Erzeugung, durch eine vertrauenswürdige dritte Partei (T), eines Parametersatzes, seines eigenen privaten
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Schlüssels und eines privaten Schlüssels für jeden Unterzeichner oder jedes Mitglied (F1, F2, ..., Ft) einer
Unterzeichnergruppe (G);
ii) Erzeugung, durch jeden der besagten Unterzeichner (F1, F2, ..., Ft), einer Teilsignatur auf einem Digest (m)
eines Dokumentes oder einer Nachricht (M), über ihre privaten Schlüssel;
iii) Erzeugung einer Mehrfachsignatur aus besagten Teilsignaturen; und
iv) Überprüfung, durch einen Verifizierer, der besagten Mehrfachsignatur;
wobei das Verfahren Folgendes umfasst:

- Bestimmung, durch besagte vertrauenswürdige dritte Partei (T), eines einfachen und gemeinsamen öf-
fentlichen Schlüssels für alle der besagten Unterzeichner (F1, F2, ..., Ft), in (G), durch Berechnung zweier
Integerzahlen (P) und (Q), in Zn, 

- Bestimmung, durch besagte vertrauenswürdige dritte Partei (T), von einzelnen privaten Schlüsseln der
Unterzeichner (F1, F2, ..., Ft) der Unterzeichnergruppe (G), im Zusammenhang mit dem bestimmten ein-
fachen und gemeinsamen öffentlichen Schlüssel, durch Berechnung (ai, bi, ci, di) für i = 1, ..., t,
wobei:

(a0, b0, c0, d0) vier Zr-angehörige Zufallsintegerzahlen sind, welche den privaten Schlüssel der ver-
trauenswürdigen dritten Partei (T) definieren;
(bi, di), für i = 1, ..., t, t Paare von Zufallsintegerzahlen in Zn sind, und (ai, ci), für i = 1, ..., t, t Paare von
Integerzahlen in Zr sind, unter Nachprüfung folgender Gegebenheiten: 

und h und k sind zwei geheime Integerzahlen, in Zn, definiert durch 

und

- Erzeugung, durch besagte vertrauenswürdige dritte Partei (T), eines Parametersatzes (n, r, α, β, p, q, s),
so dass er n, r, α und β bekannt gibt und p, q und s geheim hält, wobei 

p = u1 · r · p1 + 1 und q = u2 · r · q1 + 1 zwei große Primzahlen sind,
u1 und u2 zwei gerade Integerzahlen sind, dessen größter gemeinsamer Teiler (gcd Abkürzung in Englisch) 
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überprüft,
p1, q1, r sind Primzahlen,
α ist ein invertierbares Element in der Gruppe des Integerzahlen-Moduls n, Zn, mit multiplikativer Ordnung
r, welche die Gegebenheit 

überprüft;
β = a* (mod n), und
s ist eine Zufallsgeheimzahl in der durch α erzeugten Untergruppe.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei jeder der Unterzeichner (F1, ..., Ft) weiterhin, mit der notwendigen Mitwirkung
einer vertrauenswürdigen dritten Partei (T), ihre eigene Signatur, (fi, gi) für einen Hash-Wert (m) der Nachricht (M),
berechnet, gegeben durch 

und weiterhin jeder Unterzeichner besagte eigene berechnete Signatur, auf einem sicheren Wege, der vertrauens-
würdigen dritten Partei (T) zusendet.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 2, umfassend die Überprüfung, durch die vertrauenswürdige dritte Partei (T), der berech-
neten Signatur jedes Unterzeichners (F1, F2, ..., Ft) durch Nachprüfung: 

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 3, wobei, nach einer gültigen Überprüfung der berechneten Signatur jedes Unterzeichners
(F1, F2, ..., Ft), die vertrauenswürdige dritte Partei (T) weiterhin die kurze Mehrfach-digitale Signatur (f, g) der Gruppe
(G), für den Hash-Wert (m) der Nachricht (M), berechnet und bekannt gibt, ferner Folgendes umfassend: 

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei der erste Unterzeichner (F1) weiterhin, ohne die Mitwirkung der vertrauenswür-
digen dritten Partei (T), ihre eigene partielle aggregierte Signatur (f1, g1) für den Hash-Wert (m) der Nachricht (M)
bestimmt, wobei 

und diese auf einem sicheren Wege, der Gruppe der Unterzeichner (F1, F2, ..., Ft) zusendet.

6. Verfahren nach Anspruch 5, wobei jeder Unterzeichner, mit Ausnahme des ersten (F2, ..., Ft) weiterhin, ohne die
Mitwirkung der vertrauenswürdigen dritten Partei (T), die partielle aggregierte Signatur ((fi-1, gi-1), i = 2, ..., t), durch
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den vorhergehenden Unterzeichner bereits berechnet, überprüft, durch Nachprüfung 

7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 6, wobei jeder Unterzeichner, mit Ausnahme des ersten (F2, ..., Ft), weiterhin, ohne die
Mitwirkung der vertrauenswürdigen dritten Partei (T), ihre partielle aggregierte Signatur ((fi-1, gi-1), i = 2, ..., t) be-
stimmt, durch Berechnung 

und weiterhin besagte eigene partielle aggregierte Signaturen, mit Ausnahme des letzten Unterzeichners (Ft), auf
einem sicheren Wege, der Unterzeichnergruppe (F1, F2, ..., Ft) zusendet.

8. Verfahren nach Anspruch 7, wobei der letzte Unterzeichner (Ft) weiterhin, ohne die Mitwirkung der vertrauenswür-
digen dritten Partei (T), ihre partielle aggregierte Signatur als die kurze Mehrfach-digitale Signatur (f, g) der gesamten
Unterzeichnergruppe : 

bekannt gibt.

9. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 4 oder 8, wobei ein Prüfer bestimmt, ob die kurze Mehrfach-digitale Signatur
(f, g) der Gruppe (G) für den Hash-Wert (m) der Nachricht (M), den folgenden Ausdruck geltend macht: 

Revendications

1. Procédé pour une signature numérique multiple comprenant :

i) la génération, par un Tiers de Confiance (T), d’un ensemble de paramètres, de sa propre clé privée et d’une
clé privée pour chaque signataire ou membre (F1, F2, ..., Ft) d’un groupe de signataires (G) ;
ii) la génération, par chacun desdits signataires (F1, F2, ..., Ft), d’une signature partielle sur un résumé (m) d’un
document, ou message, (M) en utilisant leurs clés privées ;
iii) la génération d’une signature multiple à partir desdites signatures partielles ; et
iv)la vérification, par un vérificateur, de ladite signature multiple ; dans lequel le procédé comprend :

- la définition, par ledit Tiers de Confiance (T), d’une clé publique unique et commune pour tous lesdits
signataires (F1, F2, ..., Ft), dans (G), en calculant deux nombres entiers (P) et (Q), dans Zn, 

et
- la définition, par ledit Tiers de Confiance (T), de clés privées individuelles des signataires (F1, F2, ...Ft)
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du groupe de signataires (G), associées à ladite clé publique unique et commune définie, en calculant (ai,
bi, ci, di), pour i = 1, ..., t,
dans lequel :

(a0, b0, c0, d0) sont quatre nombres entiers aléatoires appartenant à Zr, qui définissent la clé privée du
Tiers de Confiance (T) ;
(bi, di), pour i = 1, ..., t, sont des pairs t de nombres entiers aléatoires dans Zn, et (ai, ci), pour i = 1, ...,
t, sont des pairs t de nombres entiers dans Zr, en vérifiant les conditions suivantes : 

et h et k sont deux nombres entiers secrets, dans Zr, définis par 

et

- la génération, par ledit Tiers de Confiance (T), d’un ensemble de paramètres (n, r, α, β, p, q, s) de sorte
qu’il publie n, r, α, et β, et garde p, q et s secrets, où 

p = u1 · r · p1 + 1 et q = u2 · r · q1 + 1 sont deux grands nombres premiers,
u1 et u2 sont deux nombres entiers pairs, dont le plus grand diviseur commun (gdc) vérifie 

p1, q1, r, sont des nombres premiers,
α est un élément inversible dans le groupe du modulo des entiers n, Zn, avec un ordre multiplicatif r, en
vérifiant la condition 

β = αs (mod n), et
s est un nombre secret aléatoire dans le sous-groupe généré par α.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel chaque signataire (F1, ..., Ft) calcule en outre, avec la collaboration
nécessaire d’un Tiers de Confiance (T), sa propre signature, (fi, gi), pour un hachage (m) du message (M) qui est
donné par 
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et envoie en outre, chaque signataire, ladite propre signature calculée, de manière sécurisée, au Tiers de Confiance
(T).

3. Procédé selon la revendication 2, comprenant la vérification, par le Tiers de Confiance (T), de la signature calculée
de chaque signataire (F1, F2, ..., Ft) en contrôlant : 

4. Procédé selon la revendication 3, dans lequel, après une vérification valide de la signature calculée de chaque
signataire (F1, F2, ..., Ft), le Tiers de Confiance (T) calcule et publie en outre la signature numérique multiple courte,
(f, g), du groupe (G) pour le hachage (m) du message (M) comprenant en outre ce qui suit : 

5. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le premier signataire (F1) définit en outre, sans la collaboration du
Tiers de Confiance (T), sa propre signature agrégée partielle (f1, g1) pour le hachage (m) du message (M) où : 

et l’envoie, de manière sécurisée, au groupe de signataires (F1, F2, ..., Ft).

6. Procédé selon la revendication 5, dans lequel chaque signataire sauf le premier (F2, ..., Ft) vérifie en outre, sans la
collaboration du Tiers de Confiance (T), la signature agrégée partielle ((fi-1, gi-1), i = 2, ..., t) déjà calculée par le
signataire précédent, en contrôlant 

7. Procédé selon la revendication 6, dans lequel chaque signataire sauf le premier (F2, ..., F1) définit en outre, sans
la collaboration du Tiers de Confiance (T), sa propre signature agrégée partielle ((fi-1, gi-1), i = 2, ..., t) en calculant

et envoie en outre lesdites propres signatures agrégées partielles définies, à l’exception du dernier signataire (Ft),
de manière sécurisée, au groupe de signataires (F1, F2, ..., Ft).

8. Procédé selon la revendication 7, dans lequel le dernier signataire (Ft) publie en outre, sans la collaboration du
Tiers de Confiance (T), sa signature agrégée partielle comme la signature numérique multiple courte, (f, g), de tout
le groupe de signataires : 

9. Procédé selon les revendications 4 ou 8, dans lequel un vérificateur définit si la signature numérique multiple courte
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(f, g) du groupe (G) pour le hachage (m) du message (M), rend l’expression suivante valable : 
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